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Abstract. Formal and semi-formal tools are now being used in large
projects both for development and certification. A typical project integrates many diverse tools such as static analyzers, model checkers, test
generators, and constraint solvers. These tools are usually integrated
in an ad hoc manner. There is, however, a need for a tool integration
framework that can be used to systematically create workflows, to generate claims along with supporting evidence, and to maintain the claims
and evidence as the inputs change. We present the Evidential Tool Bus
(ETB) as a tool integration framework for constructing claims supported
by evidence. ETB employs a variant of Datalog as a metalanguage for
representing claims, rules, and evidence, and as a scripting language for
capturing distributed workflows. ETB can be used to develop assurance
cases for certifying complex systems that are developed and assured using
a range of tools. We describe the design and prototype implementation
of the ETB architecture, and present examples of formal verification
workflows defined using ETB.
Keywords: Formal techniques, Hybrid techniques, Certification, Tool
integration, Workflow
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Introduction

Formal techniques such as model checking, static analysis, and theorem proving are playing an increasingly prominent role in the design and analysis of
complex hardware and software systems [16,26]. These techniques are typically
employed within workflows that use multiple tools and techniques. Such a workflow might employ a combination of test case generation and static analysis to
identify bugs, synthesis to generate correct code, and verification to establish
correctness properties. Since formal techniques are typically used to achieve a
high degree of assurance for certifying the validity of the software, it is important to extract evidence for any formal claims associated with the software. This
evidence should be explicit so that it can be examined, replayed, and maintained
?
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even as the constituent components are modified. The idea of an Evidential Tool
Bus (ETB) was proposed by Rushby [24]. We have recently designed and implemented an architecture for ETB as a distributed framework for integrating
diverse tools into coherent workflows for producing claims supported by explicit
evidence. We motivate the need for such an architecture and describe the design,
implementation, and application of ETB.
Recent years have witnessed an explosion in the growth of formal verification
tools. We now have a range of powerful formal tools for specialized tasks, but
a typical application of formal techniques employs multiple tools. Examples of
such integrated formal techniques include
1. Counterexample-guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) combining model
checking and abstraction, which is itself typically implemented using a satisfiability solver [7].
2. Concolic execution combining symbolic evaluation with a constraint solver
for generating test cases [25].
3. Hardware verification toolchains that exploit different representations including hardware description languages and Boolean representations such
as and-inverter graphs, binary decision diagrams, and conjunctive normal
form [5].
4. Deductive program verification to generate proof obligations that are then
discharged using a theorem prover [19].
5. Invariant generation combining static analysis, templates, dynamic analysis,
k-induction, and property-directed reachability [8,13,4].
These examples employ several tools within a script to produce formal claims
that either verify software properties or produce concrete counterexamples. Quite
often, these tools have specific platform requirements so that any framework for
combining them must support multiple diverse platforms.
Software and system certification is another motivation for ETB as a framework for the construction and maintenance of arguments and evidence. A formally supported software design lifecycle includes several phases from requirements and specification to design and implementation to testing and integration.
These phases are connected to each other through formal and semi-formal claims.
The resulting system is often accompanied by an assurance case [3], which is “a
documented body of evidence that provides a convincing and valid argument that
a specified set of critical claims about a systems properties are adequately justified for a given application in a given environment.” Such an assurance case is
an argument that employs claims that are supported by evidence, where some
of the evidence is the result of applying individual tools.
The main purpose of ETB is the production of claims supported by arguments based on evidence. Some sub-claims in the argument can be established
by external tools. This yields several desiderata that guide the design of the
evidential tool bus.
1. ETB should be extensible with new claim forms and rules of argumentation.
2. It should admit new external tools (including human oracles) through an
API to produce claims and generate queries.
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3. New workflows should be definable as scripts.
4. It should be possible for a completed development to be replayed and checked,
relative to assumptions.
5. The resulting argument should explicate the tools and assumptions on which
it depends.
6. There should be support for maintaining an argument even as the underlying
tools and inputs change.
The most important design principle for ETB is semantic neutrality. The
framework should not be biased toward any specific tools, languages, models,
or applications. Any semantic interpretation is provided solely by the tools.
The ETB merely provides the plumbing and book-keeping so that tools can
communicate with each other to exchange services while recording the resulting
claims and evidence.
Given these considerations, we have designed ETB as a distributed clientserver architecture where the coordination between services is defined using a
variant of the Datalog programming language [1,6]. We use Datalog both as a
metalanguage for representing claims, inference rules, and arguments, as well as
a scripting and coordination language for capturing distributed workflows. Datalog was initially conceived as a database query language, but in recent years, it
has been used for other interesting applications such as static analysis, declarative networking, and verification [?,?]. In our variant of Datalog, claims are
expressed using Datalog predicates. We incorporate external tool invocations
through interpreted predicates. These external tools are available as services
provided by one or more servers on the ETB network. At these servers, tool
wrappers are defined to map Datalog queries of these predicates to the corresponding tool invocation and bind the results back to variables in the query.
A typical interpreted query would be minisatCheck(F ormula, Result), which
invokes the MiniSAT [12] SAT solver on the given formula to bind the variable
Result to either sat or unsat. Claims can also be expressed using uninterpreted
predicates. For example, we might have a more generic satisfiability query given
by satisfiable(F ormula, Result) which can be defined to invoke one of several
SAT solvers such as MiniSAT. Datalog programs are defined as Horn clauses,
where the head atom is expressed using an uninterpreted predicate. A subset of
these program clauses can be identified as inference rules that are admissible
as steps within an argument, while the remaining clauses are used as scripts to
direct the workflow.
ETB features a distributed architecture for processing Datalog queries. An
ETB network is a fully-connected graph of ETB servers operating on a local area
network. ETB nodes or networks running outside of the local network can be
integrated through proxy servers. Each server advertises the tool services that
it offers on the network. The ETB network offers a client API that can be used
to define, initiate, and monitor computations on the ETB network as well as
to maintain the structure of the network itself. An ETB network can be used
simultaneously by several clients. Each server also maintains a claims table and
a version-controlled file system. The claims table monitors the status of queries
and records claims together with the associated inference steps. The claims are
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about data, some of which is maintained in files. It is important to note that the
claims are actually about (the contents of) file versions, so that a claim about
one version may not be valid about other versions of the same file. ETB can
be used to maintain the validity of claims and arguments as file versions are
modified.
Failure is a pervasive problem with distributed applications, and ETB is no
exception. ETB server nodes can go down, communication links can fail, and
tool invocations can trigger errors. Such erroneous computations might corrupt
the data in files. We have designed the ETB engine to allow computations to be
tracked. Errors lead to ETB claims that can be logged or can trigger notifications.
A version-controlled file system ensures that corrupted files are not committed,
and that clean versions of files can be recovered.
ETB has applications beyond supporting workflows for formal verification
and certification. ETB can be used as a middleware platform for orchestrating
distributed computations that involve the production and maintenance of claims.
Examples include any scientific workflow where it is useful to maintain information about the provenance of files. Another such application is a distributed make
(described in Section 4) that keeps system builds synchronized with changes to
the source code files. Here, claims about the relationship between source and
binary files, as well as configuration details, are used to direct the build process.
Unlike the Unix utility make, the ETB version is sensitive only to file contents
and not their write dates. Another application is in tying together tools that
run only on specific platforms, e.g., Windows, Linux, iOS, and Android. ETB
can also be used to distribute tasks such as regression testing that can be easily
parallelized and distributed across a network of servers.
It is important to identify the problems that are not addressed by ETB. It is
meant for coarse-grained integration of tasks over a distributed network, and not
for fine-grained integration as in a Nelson–Oppen combination [20] of inference
procedures. The integration in ETB is especially suited to workflows where the
individual tools are employed on large tasks where the inputs and outputs can
be saved to and read from files. In such workflows, much of the data saved in
files is part of the evidence that has to be preserved along with any associated
claims for certification purposes. While ETB can be used as a general-purpose
framework for coarse-grained distributed computing, the main advantage it offers over task distribution frameworks like Condor [27] or Hadoop is its ability
to retain evidence together with reproducible claims. ETB, by itself, is not a semantic interchange framework like PROSPER [10], ToolBus [9], or Veritech [14]
where different tools interact through a common interchange language, but it
could be used to implement such a framework. ETB has some similarity to
service-oriented architectures such as ETI/JETI [18] or Orc [17] which can also
be used to define workflows, but unlike ETB, these do not support the construction of version-controlled, evidence-based arguments. Dedalus[2] is a time and
space-aware declarative language that extends Datalog for declarative networking and computation. It explicitly embeds a discrete notion of time to perform
atomic updates on the set of extensive set of atoms considered true at any moment. Unlike ETB, whic supports the exchange of files and tool services, the
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operational semantics of Dedalus only supports the exchange of Datalog atoms
between nodes (“locations”). ETB is also different from metalogical frameworks
like LF [15], Isabelle [21], and Twelf [22]. These frameworks are used to represent
formal object logics and support proof construction. In contrast, ETB is neutral
about syntactic representations and semantic interpretations and focuses purely
on the interaction between tools through scripts, queries, and claims. The design
of ETB has been influenced by ideas from these projects, but the focus has been
on semantically neutral, evidence-based tool integration.
We outline the use of Datalog as the metalanguage of ETB in Section 2,
and describe the ETB architecture in Section 3. In Section 4, we illustrate the
workings of ETB with some examples, and conclude with a discussion of future
work in Section 5.

2

Datalog as a Metalanguage

Datalog was initially introduced as a deductive database language, but in recent
years, it has been employed as a declarative framework for other applications
such as program analysis and networking. We describe how ETB uses a variant
of Datalog to represent data, claims, queries, inference rules, workflows, and
arguments. We illustrate our variant of Datalog with an example. The key ideas
in the representation of ETB artifacts are
1. Data in the ETB consists of JSON objects, file handles, and tool session
handles.
2. An ETB atom is an n-ary predicate applied to n arguments that are either
data objects or variables.
3. A claim is a ground (i.e., fully instantiated) atom or its negation.
4. A query atom is a partially instantiated atom where some of the arguments
can be variables. A query is a sequence of query atoms.
5. Information in the ETB is exchanged in the form of queries and claims about
these data objects. Files related to the queries and claims are also exchanged
across the ETB network.
6. External tools are integrated into ETB through interpreted predicates.
7. Scripts are ETB programs built from derivation rules, i.e., Horn clauses
where the head atom contains an uninterpreted predicate.
8. Inference rules are a subset of the derivation rules that are used to construct
exportable proofs of claims from those of sub-claims. Such proofs may need
to satisfy constraints on the subset of external tools and rules that can be
used.
9. An ETB proof is a tree of claims: each claim follows from the subclaims by
an inference rule.
10. A query triggers backward chaining on derivation rules to instantiate a workflow. A successful computation yields a set of claims instantiating the query,
and each such a claim is supported by one or more derivations.
11. Forward chaining is employed on inference rules to derive claims and construct exportable proofs.
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12. Multiple derivations (including exportable proofs) can be saved. These derivations are used to recreate claims when the input data has changed. Multiple
exportable proofs are also useful in strengthening the validity of a claim.
We describe each of these aspects of ETB’s use of Datalog as a metalanguage.
Data. The data processed by ETB can include programs, transition systems,
formulas, files, contexts, models, test cases, analysis results, and tool sessions.
ETB provides no built-in interpretation of the data beyond what is provided by
these tools. Among the tools in the ETB are translators from one data representation to another. For example, an ETB tool might translate formulas generated
by a hardware description language to the input language of a model checker.
ETB data is represented as a JSON object, i.e., a Boolean, number, structure, or
array. File and tool handles are represented as JSON structures. File handles can
contain metadata, but are uniquely identified by the hash of the file contents.
This ensures that any claims about files are about their contents rather than
their file IDs or other metadata. Tool sessions are also similarly identified along
with any metadata, but are uniquely identified by a session ID and a hash of the
session state that is maintained by the tool wrapper. ETB can be extended with
new forms of data, but the above forms are sufficient for most applications.
Claims. The notion of a claim is central to ETB. The whole point of ETB is
to produce a replayable argument for a claim that is supported by evidence.
Such an argument can include sub-claims generated by external tools. Claims
are given in the form of judgements that are applied to data. A claim is a ground
ETB atom of the form p(d1 , . . . , dn ), where p is an n-ary predicate and d1 , . . . , dn
is a sequence of n data elements. A predicate p can either be an uninterpreted
predicate or an interpreted predicate. The latter class of predicates is mapped
to tool invocations, whereas the former corresponds to conventional Datalog
predicates. In describing these claims, we make reference to external tools such
as the PVS theorem prover, the Yices SMT solver, and the SAL model checker.
Simple examples of judgements used to make claims include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

pvsFormula(P ): P is a PVS formula
pvs2Yices(P, Y ): Y is the Yices translation of PVS formula P
yicesModel (Y, C): C is a model for Yices formula Y
yicesUnsat(Q): Q is an unsatisfiable Yices context
salModule(M ): M is a SAL transition system module
invariant(M, P ): P is an invariant property of module M

The actual claim predicates might take additional arguments such as tool version
or auxiliary arguments.
Most of the predicates in the above list of claims are interpreted, i.e., they
are directly implemented by invoking external tools. A predicate like invariant
is uninterpreted in that it is defined by means of ETB rules. In Datalog, the
predicates are partitioned as (extensional) database predicates and (intentional)
defined ones. In ETB, the extensional predicates are treated as interpreted since
the database can be regarded as an external tool. Another side-effect of using
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interpreted predicates is that we can recover the power of Prolog-style unification through external tool invocations. Datalog treats the data elements as
unstructured, whereas Prolog can use unification to decompose a term of the
form f (X, Y ). With interpreted predicates, we can replace a goal formula of the
form p(f (X, Y )) by p(Z), decompose f (Z, X, Y ), where the interpreted predicate
decompose f holds exactly when Z = f (X, Y ). A program clause of the form
p(f (X, Y )) :- q(X, Y ) can be replaced by p(Z) :- decompose f (Z, X, Y ), q(X, Y ).
Claims in ETB are not restricted to logical assertions. For example, a claim
can provide statistical information such as the percentage of coverage provided
by a test suite. Claims can even be speculative, as in the assertion that a formula
is a potential invariant as generated by a tool like Daikon [13].
Queries. A query is a non-empty sequence of partially instantiated ETB atoms of
the form p(a1 , . . . , an ) where some arguments ai can be variables. If {X1 , . . . , Xn }
is the set of free variables in the query sequence A1 , . . . , Ak , and K is the Datalog
program, then a Datalog computation searches for a set of instantiations of
the form [X1 7→ b1 , . . . , Xn 7→ bn ], where each bi is a data object, such that
K =⇒ A1 [X1 7→ b1 , . . . , Xn 7→ bn ] ∧ · · · ∧ Ak [X1 7→ b1 , . . . , Xn 7→ bn ]. When
this is the case, we can assert Ai [X1 7→ b1 , . . . , Xn 7→ bn ] as a claim, for i in
{1 . . . k}.
Queries in ETB are used to trigger computations to establish the corresponding claims. Typical queries might include
1. Translation from one language, e.g., PVS to Yices: pvs2Yices(‘x + y < 30 , Y )
2. Type Checking: pvsTypecheck (0 x : real , y : int 0 ,0 (x + y)/(x − y)0 , T , Q), where
the first argument is the context, and the output T is the type of the expression, and output Q is the set of proof obligations, e.g., x − y 6= 0.
3. Satisfiability checking: yicesUnsat(filehandle), where the file handle is provided by some other tool, e.g., the translator from PVS.
Scripts. An ETB program is collection of Horn clauses, where each clause is
either a derivation rule of the form H :- C or an inference rule of the form
H ⇐ C, where H is an atom, and C is a list of atoms such that every free
variable in H also occurs free in some atom of C. In ETB, the predicate symbol
for the head atom, the head predicate, must be uninterpreted, and the set of
clauses in which p occurs as the head predicate constitutes the definition of
p. As in Prolog and Datalog, variables are represented by identifiers where the
leading character is in upper case, whereas the leading character for identifiers for
constants is in lower case. For example, one could write the following reachability
script for a transition system using a BDD package that checks if some bad state
satisfying P is reachable by a transition system M . In this script, we first extract
the initialization predicate I and the transition relation N from module M , and
then check if P is reachable with I and N . The predicate reachable is defined to
construct the BDD versions of I, N , and P as L, W , and Q, and to invoke the
predicate bddReachable on these. The latter predicate is defined to iteratively
compute the image of W with respect to L as J, and then check the reachability
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of Q from J.
reach(M, P ) :- init(M, I), transition(M, N ), reachable(I, N, P ).
reachable(I, N, P ) :- bdd(I, L), bdd(N, W ), bdd(P, Q), bddReachable(L, W, Q).
bddReachable(L, W, Q) :- bddAnd(L, Q, R), bddN onempty(R).
bddReachable(L, W, Q) :- bddImage(W, L, J), bddReachable(J, W, Q).
Semantics. We describe the distributed evaluation of ETB queries in Section 3.2.
We focus here on the semantics of the Datalog variant used by ETB. With
external tool invocations, the data domain is no longer finite. For example, a
simple successor relation succ(x, y) which holds exactly when y = x + 1 would
generate an infinite set. We assume that the interpreted queries are bounded,
so that p(a, X) binds X to a list of instantiations for X. The processing of
interpreted queries through a tool wrapper can trigger back-chaining, so that
the query p(a, X) can introduce the query q(b). Our semantics is proof-theoretic.
Given a program Π and a query atom Q, the meaning Π[[Q]] we find every
instance Q of Q for which there is a SLD-resolution proof of Q from Π. There
can be unboundedly many such instances, as for example for the query lt(0, y)
in the program below.
lt(x, y) :- succ(x, y).
lt(x, y) :- lt(x, z), lt(z, y).
In such cases, the computation diverges.
Inference Rules. Some of the clauses in the ETB programs can be designated as
inference rules that are sanctioned for use in ETB proofs. For example, in the
inference rules below, P is asserted to be an invariant for a transition module with
initialization I and transition relation N , if it is implied by another invariant,
or it is an inductive invariant. The premises of the rule involving the predicates
implies and inductiveInvariant can be established by other rules or by means of
tool invocation.
invariant(I, N, P ) ⇐ invariant(I, N, Q), implies(Q, P ).
invariant(I, N, P ) ⇐ inductiveInvariant(I, N, P ).
Inference rules are ETB program clauses and can also be used as scripts.
Other examples of inference rules include
1. Counterexample traces: A valid trace is one that leads from an initial state
to an error state on zero or more computation steps.
2. Abstraction: If one program is an abstraction of a (concrete) program, then
the concrete counterpart of a property of the abstract program holds of the
concrete one.
3. Refinement: A concrete program is a refinement of an abstract one if any
concrete computation step can be simulated by the abstract program through
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the simulation relation. Separate inference rules can be specified for the
different forms of refinement.
4. Termination: A while-loop terminates if there is a ranking function on the
variables that decreases with each execution of the loop. Other termination
techniques, e.g., disjunctive well-foundedness of the transitive closure of the
transition relation, can also be specified [?].
Proofs. A proof is a derivation, a tree whose root node is a claim that is an
instance of the head atom of an inference rule, where the corresponding instances
of the body atoms are proved by the subtrees. Typically, an interpreted claim is
the leaf node of a proof, but it is possible for the proof of an interpreted claim
to also have sub-proofs corresponding to queries dynamically generated during
the tool invocation. In this case, the validity of the inference step relative to
the sub-proofs is checked by the tool itself. In some cases, the tool might be
somewhat nondeterministic so that the proof cannot be exactly replicated. In
such cases, the proof is merely used as a template for reconstructing the steps
in the justification. ETB proofs are thus a subset of ETB derivations where the
proof steps only employ program clauses that are designated as inference rules.
The proof construction feature has not yet been implemented in ETB.

2.1

An Example: Iterated k-Induction

Given a transition system M = hI, N i with initialization I and transition N , and
a predicate P , we want to prove that P is an invariant by finding the smallest
k such that P is k-inductive. The inference rule for demonstrating that P is an
invariant of M is given below. It asserts that one possible way of demonstrating
the P is an invariant of M is by establishing that P is a k-inductive. (There
are other possible ways, such as by showing that P is entailed by some other
invariant Q. )
invariant(M, P ) ⇐ transitionSystem(M ),
initialization(M, I),
transition(M, N ),
kInductive(I, N, P, K).
The inference rule for k-inductivity decomposes the claim into the subclaims
that P holds for the first K steps (i.e., the bounded model checking claim bmc
holds of I, N , P , K), and that if P holds for any K states in a computation,
then it holds for the K + 1st state of the computation.
kInductive(I, N, P, K) ⇐ bmc(I, N, P, K),
inductionStep(N, P, K).
The above inference rules are used to build ETB proof, but the actual value
of K is found by a script defining the predicate iterInductive that tries each
value K starting from 1 up to some upper bound U using the tool invocation
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in range(K, 1, U ). We can also define script for proving invariant(M, P ) by invoking the script for iterInductive to find a suitable K for some fixed upper
bound, e.g., 5.
iterInductive(I, N, P, K, U ) :- in range(K, 1, U ), kInductive(I, N, P, K).
invariant(M, P ) :- transitionSystem(M ),
initialization(M, I),
transition(M, N ),
iterInductive(I, N, P, K, 5).
The predicates bmc and inductionStep invoke Yices, by first invoking an
interpreted predicate yicesBmcFormula to construct the bounded model checking query formula F , and then invoking the interpreted predicate yicesUnsat to
determine if F is unsatisfiable using Yices.
bmc(I, N, P, K) ⇐ yicesBmcFormula(I, N, P, K, F ),
yicesUnsat(F ).
The induction step generates the k-induction formula F using the interpreted
predicate yicesInductionFormula, and checks for unsatisfiability invoking the
interpreted predicate yicesUnsat as above.
inductionStep(N, P, K) ⇐ yicesInductionFormula(N, P, K, F ),
yicesUnsat(F ).
We omit the details of the construction of the Yices formulas for BMC and
k-induction. If kInductive(I, N, P, k) succeeds for some k, then forward chaining
on the rule of inference for invariant yields the claim invariant(M, P ) with a
proof using the inference rules.

3

The Architecture of ETB

ETB is based on a distributed client-server architecture. An ETB cluster consists
of a fully connected network of ETB servers as shown in Figure 1. Each server
maintains a version controlled file system, specifically Git, and tables of claims
and queries. It also advertises a set of services and subscribes to a list of claim
forms. A server can itself be a proxy for other ETB clusters, thus serving as a
bridge between two or more ETB clusters. An ETB cluster is operated through
a client which offers an application programming interface (API). Through a
client, a user can configure and program the server, connect other servers to
the cluster, add new content, initiate the processing of queries, and monitor the
progress of a computation.
We describe some of the key features of the ETB architecture: the software
stack, the server, the client API, and the mechanics of distributed query processing in ETB. The current ETB prototype is implemented in Python.
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Fig. 1. The ETB Client-Server Architecture

3.1

The ETB Software Stack

The ETB stack consists of the following layers:
1. Network: Maintains the connectivity status of the ETB cluster and shares
information about tool wrappers and cluster-wide ETB programs.
2. File: Each server operates a Git repository from which files/directories are
synchronized with servers as needed.
3. Session: Servers exchange claims and queries, as needed to invoke external
tools.
The Network Layer. Basic to the network layer is a heartbeat. Each server
periodically broadcasts a heartbeat message to the other servers in the network.
This heartbeat is used to maintain the membership of the network; in case of
a server failing, other servers will delete it from the cluster. Servers also share
information about the predicate symbols they can interpret, e.g., a server on a
Linux machine on which Yices [11] is installed may declare that it can interpret
yicesUnsat.
When two servers are in the same cluster, they can access one another
through the network. XML-RPC calls are used for all communication between
servers. For instance, the heartbeat messages are remote invocations of a ping()
method.
The File Layer. Each server has a local, private Git repository that it uses to
store files involved in claims. If several versions of a file are involved in claims,
each such version is stored, and referred to by its unique SHA1 hash. The purpose
of this storage is two-fold:
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1. To replay derivations and proofs of claims, which may require restoring old
versions of files
2. Sharing files with other servers by extracting the content of the file (indexed
by its SHA1 hash) and sending it through the network layer.
Using Git in this way ensures the immutability of claims involving the contents
of files. If we state that yicesUnsat(filehandle), and want to replay it later, the
file may have been deleted or modified. However, since the contents of the file
is saved in the Git repository, and the claim actually contains the hash of the
file, we can create the original file again to replay Yices on it. File contents can
therefore be seen as constant values indexed by their SHA1 hash even though
the file itself might have been modified in the repository.
The Session Layer. The session layer supports query processing in order to produce claims and evidence. Each server executes scripts locally and only invokes
the other servers for external tools. The queries corresponding to the tools are
sent to a suitable server using XML-RPC. The target server uses the File layer
to obtain the relevant files. The processing of the query at the target server
can recursively invoke other queries on the ETB network. Any resulting claims
are returned to the source server along with the derivation. The claims are also
broadcast to servers that have registered subscriptions associated with this claim.
The source server then obtains the files associated with the resulting claims. The
source server can choose a target server based on load parameters or other factors. If the target server fails during the processing of a query, the query can be
retargeted to a different server. Each server has a consistent copy of the ETB
scripts, but a server can also have local scripts where only the service provided
by these scripts is exported.
3.2

Query Processing in ETB

We present the details on the operational semantics of query processing through
the evaluation of ETB rules. We call goal any ETB atom, possibly with variables.
Claims are ground atoms with an associated with a derivation.
Figure 2 contains a set of inference rules that are applied to the query set S
and the claims table T in a nondeterministic order until no rule affecting S and
T is applicable; the set S is then saturated and contains clauses and justifications
that can be used to construct derivations from the rules supporting the claims
in T .
– The rule Claim transfers unit clauses to the claims table.
– The rule Application instantiates a rule from R to the set S if the rule
may help solving the first goal (g1 ) of some clause in S.
– The rule Resolution removes the first goal g1 if g1 σ is a claim. It is really
a unit resolution inference rule. Note that the justification cσ[c0 ] captures
the resolution step.
– The rule Interpretation schedules the interpretation of an interpreted
atom g1 if it occurs as the first premise of a clause in S. Intuitively, a tool
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Claim

(c : h :- ) ∈ S
R, T, S ⇓ T + (c : h), S

Application

(c : h :- g1 , ..., gn ) ∈ S
r ≡ a :- b1 , ..., bk ∈ R
∃σ.aσ = g1 σ
R, T, S ⇓ T, S + (rσ : aσ :- b1 σ, ..., bk σ)
Resolution

(c : h :- g1 , ..., gn ) ∈ S
∃σ.(c0 : g1 σ) ∈ T
0
R, T, S ⇓ T, S + (cσ[c ]) : hσ :- g2 σ, ..., gn σ)

Interpretation

(c : h :- g1 , ..., gn ) ∈ S
R, T, S ⇓ T + {(f :-

g1

g1 interpreted
I(g1 ) = Σ, H, Q
Q⊆T
Q) : f |f ∈ H} + {(g1 σ :- Q) : g1 σ|σ ∈ Σ}, S

Query

g1 interpreted

(c : h :- g1 , ..., gn ) ∈ S
q query generated during interpretation of g1
R, T, S ⇓ T, S + (g1 : q)
Fig. 2. Rules for query processing

invocation solves this goal in the hope that it will add claims matching g1 ,
that will in turn remove g1 by the Resolution rule. All claims matching
g1 generated by the interpretation I are added to T when all the claims
in Q corresponding to recursive queries have been established in T . A tool
can also introduce additional claims H to T , and each additional claim f is
tagged with the derivation (f :- g1 Q) to indicate that it was derived during
the invocation g1 and is conditional on Q.
– The rule Query allows new queries to be added to S during the evaluation
of an interpreted atom g1 by the corresponding external tool.
The rules have the form: R, T, S ⇓ T 0 , S 0 , meaning that a set of rules R, a
set of established claims T , and a set of processing clauses S produce in one a
step a new set of established claims T 0 and a new set of processing clauses S 0 .
Established claims in T are pairs of a ground claim h and a justifying clause
h :- g1 , ..., gn . Processing clauses in S are pairs of a justifying clause and a clause
(the justifying clause will be used to turn derived unit clauses into claims).
Claims that are already in the claims table T are reused, as in tabled logic
programming [23], and are not recomputed.
This calculus is trivially sound (the rule Resolution is an instance of unit
resolution). It is also complete for well-formed first-order clauses (such that all
variables of the head of a clause also occur in the body). Any SLD-resolution
refutation proof can be transformed to a derivation in the ETB calculus.
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3.3

Tool Wrappers

Tools are connected to the ETB by means of thin wrappers. Wrappers are written in Python and and are short, simple programs that map queries to tool
invocations. A wrapper for a tool is a Python class that defines one or more
predicates to be interpreted by the ETB. Predicates are given by a triplet: a
name, a predicate signature, and a Python function. The name and signature
of the predicate are shared among all ETB nodes, informing other nodes that
the ETB can now interpret this predicate. The function is local, and is executed
when the predicate needs to be interpreted
Predicate Signatures A predicate signature is defined by the following grammar:
predicate signature
argument specification arg
argument type
argument sign

sig ::= arg spec | sig, arg spec
spec ::= sign arg : type
type ::= value | file | files
sign ::= + | −

The signature associate modes and types to each argument of the predicate.
Types are either value, which indicates a JSON value, or file, which indicates
an ETB file references, or files, in which case the argument is a list of files.
The mode associated to each argument in the signature represents inputs and
outputs: a + argument is an input to the predicate and is required to be ground
when the predicate is invoked. A - argument indicates an output and can be
either a constant or a variable at invocation: if it is a constant, the predicate
is expected to check that the predicate holds for this particular value, if it is a
variable, the predicate is expected to returns one or several substitution for this
variable.
For example, the signature for a predicate invoking the yices SMT solver on
a file containing a formula and returning either of the strings “sat” or “unsat”
could be:
yices :: +input: file, -result: value
The predicate yicesUnsat used earlier can be defined as a separate wrapper or
as an uninterpreted predicate using the yices predicate.
Implementation of a Wrapper As said before, wrappers are written in Python.
More precisely, a wrapper is a Python class that inherits from the class etb.wrapper.Tool.
This class provides a decorator predicate which is used to declare particular
methods of the class as predicates as well as give the predicate signature. A
template wrapper for the yices SMT solver is the following:
class Yices(Tool):
@predicate(’+input: file, -result: value’)
def yices(self, formula, result):
...
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It declares the predicate yices with the signature we saw previously.
The code of the wrapper then typically calls the tool on the input arguments,
gets the results from the tool and translates them for the ETB. The results
returned to the ETB when the query succeeds, include a (possibly empty) list of
substitutions, additional ground claims, and claims associated with ETB queries
dynamically generated during the tool invocation.
The etb.wrapper.Tool class provides utilities that help in interpreting and
producing ETB values. The etb.wrapper.BatchTool class extends it with utilities to make it easy to call external batch tools. Using these utilities, we can
write the code of the yices wrapper as follows:
@Tool.predicate("+input: file, -result: value")
def yices(self, input, result):
return self.run(result, ’yices’, input[’file’])
The wrapper takes as output argument a value result, which can be either a
constant or a variable. If it is a constant, the wrapper checks that yices produces
the same value, and returns an empty substitution representing success. If it is
a variable, it returns a substitution binding the variable to yices output. If the
yices command fails for any reason (e.g. yices is not found, or the file is not a
valid yices file, etc.), it returns failure (no substitution), as well as an additional
error claim.
3.4

The Client API

Interaction with an ETB network is done through a client. The client can exchange files with the ETB repository. It can also initiate queries, monitor the
progress of a query, and access the substitutions and claims established by query
evaluation.
The basic client included with ETB is a read-eval-print interaction loop which
can interpret scripts interacting with the ETB. Specialized clients can be built
for specific applications — a GUI client has been implemented for a hardware
analysis project. A shell client that uses the ETB as a backend can be easily
built.
A client connects to one server of an ETB network, and communicates with
that node using XML-RPC calls. Clients can therefore be written in any language
that supports XML-RPC. The main functions of the client API to the ETB are
presented in Figure 3 – other functions not listed here enable the client to manage
the state of the ETB and observe a visual representation of running queries.

4

ETB Examples

In this section, we present two simple application of the ETB. The first is a
distribute implementation of make that can also handle multiple platforms, and
the second is a naı̈ve AllSAT script. ETB is currently being used in a couple
of projects: one, to integrate various hardware analysis tools, and another, to
combine model-based design/analysis capabilities.
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Method
ref = put file(src, dst)

Description
Put the file src as dst on the ETB, returns
a reference to the destination.
get file(srcref, dst)
Get the file corresponding to the reference srcref
from the ETB and copy it locally under dst.
id = eval(claim)
Create a new query looking for solution for claim,
returns a query ID.
answers = wait query(id)
Wait for the query id to complete and returns
its set of answers.
answers = query answers(id) Returns the current set of answers for the query id.
claims = query claims(id) Returns the current set of claims generated
as part of the query id.
ret = connect(host, port)
Connect the remote ETB node running at host:port with
the local ETB.
Fig. 3. The ETB Client API

4.1

A Simple Distributed Make

In our first example, we use the ETB to build a binary executable from source
C files as would typically be done using make or similar tools.
C Compiler Wrappers We first define a wrapper for gcc. This wrapper declares
two predicates, one to compile a C source file into an object file, the other one
to link several object files together into a binary.
@Tool.predicate("+src: file, +dependencies: files, -obj: file")
def gcc_compile(self, src, deps, obj):
dst = os.path.splitext(src[’file’])[0] + ’.o’
self.callTool(’gcc’, ’-c’, ’-o’, dst, src[’file’])
objref = self.fs.put_file(dst)
return self.bindResult(obj, objref)
The first wrapper takes a source file, a list of files that the compilation depends
on, typically header files, and returns an object file. We first create the output
file name, then run gcc. Finally, we put the generated object file on the ETB and
bind the output variable to this file. Note that the dependencies do not appear
in the command that is run, but appear in the claim, and as such the files are
copied to the server that handles the compilation together with the source file.
@Tool.predicate("+ofiles: files, +exename: value, -exe: file")
def gcc_link(self, ofiles, exename, exe):
filenames = [ r[’file’] for r in ofiles ]
args = [ ’gcc’, ’-o’, str(exename) ] + filenames
self.callTool(*args, env=env)
exeref = self.fs.put_file(str(exename))
return self.bindResult(exe, exeref)
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The second predicate is similar to the first one. It takes a list of objects files and
produces a binary executable.
A rule to build a program. We can now use these wrappers to build a program.
Our example is built from three C source files: two independent components
with associated header files, and a main program using these two components.
The following rule compiles each source file in turn, then links them:
main(Src1, H1, Src2, H2, Main, Name, Exe) :gcc_compile(Src1, [H1], Obj1),
gcc_compile(Src2, [H2], Obj2),
gcc_compile(Main, [H1, H2], ObjMain),
gcc_link([Obj1, Obj2, ObjMain], Name, Exe).
The rule defines a predicate main which takes as argument the three source files
and two header files. It also takes the name of the binary and the binary itself.
To build an actual binary, we just need to make an ETB query applying actual
files to the rule.
Our example does not take into account the architecture on which the ETB
node is running, or the version of the compiler used. This kind of information,
as well as additional compilation flags, or other metadata can be tracked using
the ETB.
4.2

AllSAT on top of Yices

In our second example, we build a tool that can generate all the solution satisfying a formula from a SAT solver. The idea is straightforward: ask the solver
if the formula is satisfiable, if it is, ask the solver to generate a solution, add a
clause blocking this solution to the formula, and iterate. Each iteration finds a
new solution until they have all been found.
Assuming that we have two predicates sat and unsat that can establish
whether a formula is satisfiable, and return a solution if it is, we can write
derivation rules for a predicate allsat as follows:
allsat(F, Answers) :- sat(F, M),
negateModel(F, M, NewF),
allsat(NewF, T),
cons(M, T, Answers).
allsat(F, Answers) :- unsat(F), Answers = nil.
We use the additional predicate negateModel that extends an existing formula
with a blocking clause built from a solution, as well as utility predicates cons
and nil to build the list of answers and equal to test for equality. cons and
nil are interpreted predicates that bind their last argument to new identifiers
(similar to dynamic allocation that “creates” new memory addresses) to identify
list nodes.
Given a solver, and its chosen representation of a formula, we can instantiate
the predicates sat, unsat, and negateModel to get a working implementation
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of allsat. In this example, we use the yices SMT solver, and its native input
language. We write a single interpreted predicate that calls the solver on a file
containing a formula, and returns either “sat” or “unsat” as well as a model if
available:
@Tool.predicate("+formula: file, -result: value, -model: value")
def yices(self, formula, result, model):
...
From this, we can derive the two predicates sat and unsat:
sat(F, M) :- yices(F, S, M), equal(S, ’sat’).
unsat(F) :- yices(F, S, M), equal(S, ’unsat’).

5

Conclusions and Future Work

We have outlined our vision for the Evidential Tool Bus, and described the design, implementation, and application of the framework. We have implemented
the basic components of our proposed design, including the server engine, the
client and wrapper APIs, wrappers for Yices and SAL, and several small scripts.
We have also built capabilities for single-stepping the execution and observing
execution traces. A lot of work remains to be done in extending the implementation, developing applications, and optimizing the implementation based on these
applications. These include
1. Wrappers for a range of verification tools and static and dynamic analysis
tools, through the use of standardized languages front-ends. Many of these
wrappers will, we hope, be contributed by third-party developers.
2. Scripts for abstraction, invariant generation, termination, test generation,
code generation, synthesis, and result certification.
3. Support for ETB proofs using forward-chaining on inference rules.
We also plan to develop a network of ETB servers operating in the cloud, and
to aggressively explore novel applications of tool integration and coordination
that require the construction and custody of evidence.
In summary, ETB is a semantically simple framework for formal tool integration that yields replayable evidence for use in assurance cases. It uses a
variant of Datalog as the metalanguage for representing claims, queries, workflows, and arguments. Tools are integrated as uninterpreted predicates through
wrappers, and made available through a client-server network. Claims are established through distributed query processing over this network, and proofs are
constructed from these claims. ETB will be made available in open source form
for community-wide experimentation and enhancement.
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